Map shows the cumulative rainfall total in millimeter (mm) during the seven day period 6-13 Feb 2015 (07:00 UTC) across Malawi. Figures are estimates derived from satellite measurements, shown on quarter degree grid squares.

City: Mzuzu, Lilongwe, Zomba, Blantyre, Limbe

7 Day Accumulation (mm)
High: 596
Low: 0

Data sources:
- Situational data: NASA/JAXA Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
- Boundaries: MASDAP
- Settlements: OSM

Supported by:
- Situational data: NASA/JAXA Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
- Boundaries: MASDAP
- Settlements: OSM

The depiction and use of boundaries, names and associated data shown here do not imply endorsement or acceptance by MapAction.